4     THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH IN INDIA
So that while the attainments expected of the pupilj,
if he is to use English as a regular medium of speech
and reading before he leaves the high school, are pitched
severely high, the obstacles to his progress are greater
and more discouraging than those which beset the
English pupil learning French or the French pupil learnr
ing English.
But the circumstances which I have enumerated will
by now have convinced the reader that the teaching of
English in India constitutes a peculiar problem, which
is not to be solved lightly by adopting procedures
recommended in books on the Direct Method of teaching
French to English pupils, or by using text-books written
ostensibly for India which have not taken all these cir-
cumstances into consideration, still less by attempting
the vain task of applying to the teaching of this foreign
language in different circumstances, methods and ideas-
advocated and practised by specially good teachers of
English to pupils who have heard and spoken that
language every day of their lives since they first left
their mothers' arms.
So much, then, for these special circumstances. With
them before us it is now time to consider the aims whicb
should be borne in mind in teaching the high school
pupil English. And I shall assume, for my immediate-
purpose, that he begins English about the fifth class, and
will continue its school study for six years; i.e., from
about 11 to about 16 or 17 years of age. The question!
is, what aims must the teacher deliberately keep before
him to enable his pupil to use English in the occupations,
and situations which have been exemplified above ? ,
Fourfold Aims of the Teaching
;    For purposes of exposition it is, convenient to distin-
guish our aims as primarily four.    We wish our pupil—
1*   To speak English.
2.   To understand it when spoken.
,  3.   To understand it when written.
4.   To write English.	,    i
. Though this division is convenient for our exposition*
pf method, the teacher will be careful to remember that
in the practice of teaching these aims do not remain*

